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In order to receive CPE credit
– Be sure to sign in or scan your badge for this session
– You must stay in the session for the duration of the training
– This session is eligible for 1 hour of CPE
– CPE certificates are emailed directly to you within 4 weeks of the conference date to the 

same email address you used to register

CPE Process
CPE credit administered 

in coordination with 
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Rod Kurtz
Founder, RKE
@rodkurtz

Today’s speaker
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Every brand has a story. I help them tell it

I advise Fortune 500 companies and fast-
growing startups alike on all aspects of 
content, marketing, and media strategy

Clients include American Express, LinkedIn, 
Intuit/TSheets, VICE

Previous life: Longtime journalist at Inc., 
Businessweek, AOL, The Huffington Post

Who is this guy?

Rod Kurtz, and friend
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So... What Exactly Is “Public Relations”?

Today, Every Company Is a Media Company

Why Brand Storytelling Works

Who Does It Well?

How to Tell Your Brand’s Story

The Storytelling Checklist

Agenda



So... What exactly is
“Public Relations”?
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I don’t know what this means
Wait! Let me explain 

• Merriam-Webster defines it as “the business of inducing the public to have 
understanding for and goodwill toward a person, firm, or institution”

• In human-speak: How you tell your story and make people feel about it

• More opportunities than ever, which makes it easier and more complicated

So... What exactly is “Public Relations”?

IMPORTANT THING HERE: The methods have changed, the fundamentals haven’t



Today, Every Company is a 
Media Company
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How it works now
Companies are their own best 
messengers—and have a variety of tools
• PR (yes, it still works)
• Content (internal and external)
• Newsletters, social media, social ads
• Video

How it used to work
Beyond advertising (in, say, the Yellow 
Pages), companies had little control
• Send a PR pitch, hope a newspaper or 

magazine would write about you

Today, every company is a media company

IMPORTANT THING HERE: With more outlets than ever, it’s that much more essential to know your story



Why Brand Storytelling Works
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The story of Virgin—its ups and downs, 
opportunities and challenges—is what 
attracts people to our products and 
services, and also to work with us. We 
would be nothing without our story.

—Sir Richard Branson
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“Where did you see that?”
“On the Internet”

• Good news: These days, anyone can be a publisher

• Bad news: These days, anyone can be a publisher

• Consumers are source-agnostic today—and actually like getting content from 

brands they trust and respect

• If you do it right, they become brand evangelists

Why brand storytelling works

IMPORTANT THING HERE: You can’t afford to sit out this conversation



Let’s Pause for a Few 
Questions
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Who does it well?
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• Playful tone
• Takes fans and followers 

along for the ride
• Mix of business, personal, 

and philosophical
• Rarely promotes products or 

services directly
• “Screw it, let’s do it”

Case Study: Virgin
A larger-than-life brand, across platforms
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• Seizing on the popularity of 
podcasts

• Provides access to the 
audience

• Thoughtful but 
conversational, never too 
serious

• Amplifies through a 
coordinated social push

• Actively engages in 
comments—two-way street

Case Study: Young & Reckless
Fostering an ongoing conversation
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• Conducts regular, objective, 
topical surveys

• Relevant to the core 
audience and beyond

• No self-promotion
• Idea is to make the brand 

an authority, a source, a go-
to thought leader

• This survey alone: Inc., 
Entrepreneur, Psychology 
Today, American Express

Case Study: TSheets
Making news through original research
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• Creates regular content and 
daily newsletters

• Goal is to become almost a 
virtual shopping buddy

• Shares fashion advice, 
trends

• Spotlights independent 
boutiques and brands

• A focus on app, Tinder-like 
shopping tool, POS

Case Study: Shoptiques
Creating a sense of community among shops and shoppers



How to TellYour Brand’s Story
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It all began in a bar
Most entrepreneurs are too close to their stories

• Understanding the “Bar Pitch”

• The concept of concentric circles

• Know your story—and the best channels for telling it

• Don’t create content for content’s sake

How to Tell Your Brand’s Story

IMPORTANT THING HERE: Don’t pitch the way you think a good pitch should sound



The Storytelling Checklist
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Every company wants to see its name in lights
But are you ready?
• Know your story! (practice in a real bar, if necessary)
• Ensure that your website, social, and all other assets reflect that
• Consistency is key
• Where does content fit in?
• Be available! (and that includes photos)

The storytelling checklist

IMPORTANT THING HERE: Spending the time up front will position you for success



Questions?
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Rate this session
1. Select Sessions 2. Select Title 3. Add Rating
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Material Download
Session slides can be found on the QuickBooks Connect agenda page

https://quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/

1) Find the session on the agenda

2) Select + for more information

3) Download PDF of slides
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